
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
 

Artisanal Beer Menu 

Please Ask your server for our rotating draft beer.  
Please inquire about our ½ L and 1L growlers to go!  

Plus we have added Craft Cider on the last page. 
 

Fresh IPAs 

 

 

OH IPA: Bier Factory Rapperswil, (CH):  Named after the Owner of the Breweries first son 

(Oliver Hill).  Cloudy dark amber beer with a long-lasting beige foam; very hoppy aroma, 

piney, flowery, quince marmalade, oranges and citrus; full-bodied, creamy palate, well-

integrated solid bitterness, light residual sweetness, very aromatic piney, flowery and fruity 

finish – quite complex and very good 

11 CHF 

33cl bottle 

 

Unconventional Tactics:  Verdant (UK):  A DIPA.   The most “Nelsony” beer we’ve ever 

attempted. We’ve added Nelson on top of Nelson, squeezed a bit more Nelson in, and then 

finished it off with some Nelson. Super smooth. Super light. Super Nelson. 

14.5 CHF 

44cl can 

Furls:  Beak & Burning sky (UK):  A crisp American IPA with Citra, Chinook and El Dorado 

hops.  Flavours of spruce, mango, Seville marmalade and ripe pineapple. 

14.5 CHF 

44cl can 

Peacherina:   The Piggy (FR):  A Hazy, fruity New England IPA with Peacharine, Wakatu, 

and Citra hops.   

14.5 CHF 

44cl can 

Hop Squeezer:  St. Laurentis (CH):   A fruity tropical imperial New England double IPA.  A 

very smooth fruity experience.   

14.5 CHF 

44cl can 

Playground Citra Super 3:  The Piggy (FR):  A balanced packed hop bomb packed into this 

Hazy Triple New England IPA.   

15.5 CHF 

44cl can 

Narangi:  O/O (SK):  A classic fruity American IPA 
11 CHF 

33cl bottle 

Triangles:  Beak, Track & Rivington: (UK):  Double India Pale Ale was brewed with an 

unctuous grist of oats and wheat along with lavish quantities of Galaxy, Motueka and new 

season hand-selected Citra, conjuring flavours reminiscent of mojitos, OJ, lemon curd and ripe 

flat peaches    

14.5 CHF 

44cl can 

El Dorado:  St. Laurentis (CH):   Super hazy and juicy double dryhopped IPA with Citra, 

Cashmeree, El Dorado and a Hell of a Kick 

14.5 CHF 

44cl can 

Rolling Sea:  Floc (UK):  Brewed with a choice blend of Citra, Cryo, Citra T90 hops for a 

vibrant citrus and passion fruit flavours.  Hazy with a velvety body. 

14.5 CHF 

44cl can 

Concerto For Motueka:  The Piggy (FR):  A beautiful single hopped IPA that comes in at 

6% ABV. 

14.5 CHF 

44cl can 

 

 

Finback Overcurrent:  Floc (UK):   IPA featuring Strata CGX, Citra, Idaho 7, and Luminosa 

hops for a medley of flavours including bright citrus, tropical fruits, and dank pine, brewed 

with our friends at Finback Brewery. Show Less 

14.5 CHF 

44cl can 

 

Aussie Hop Bomb: Dr Brauwolf (CH):  Rich malty backbone to support the assertive 

bitterness. The collective aroma and flavour of galaxy, enigma, eclipse and Vic secret, brings 

out pungent passion fruit, pine, orange and subtle mixed berries 

11 CHF 

33cl can 

 

 

 

 

On the lighter side 

 



 

Corporate Monkey Lager:  Bier Factory Rapperswil, (CH):  This beer is locally brewed 

down lake Zurich.  It is a delicious, lightly hopped lager beer. 
10 CHF 

33cl bottle 

Tipopils: Birrificio Italiano  (Como IT):  A fresh light crisp, hoppy pilsner with a little hint of 

sweetness 

11 CHF 

33cl bottle 

 

Semi Bitter Beers 

 

 

Wanderlust: Bier Factory Rapperswil, (CH):  Is a light dry hopped Swiss Pale Ale.  Is 

super refreshing, not over-the-top, not aggressive, yet it’s a beer with true character.  

Makes you yearn for more beer adventure in your life. 

11CHF 

33cl bottle 

Pepite:  Dr. Gab’s (CH):  A glutenfree pale ale that has a perfect balance between malty 

body, bitterness and fruity aromas.  Enjoy. 
11 CHF 

33cl bottle 

Magazine Cover:  Deya (UK):  Crisp, yet soft hoppy session ale with Idaho-7, Simcoe, 

Citra and Mosaic hops. 
14.5 CHF 

44cl can 

 

On the Sweeter Side 

 

 

 

Amber Shock:  Birrificio Italiano  (Como IT):  This is a deep amber colored beer, with a 

caramelized malty nose and citrus aromas.  Sweet sugary mouth feel.  Great served with slow 

cooked game meats 

11 CHF 

33cl bottle 

Chameau:  Dr Gab’s (CH):  A very full bodied American Amber from Dr. Gab’s with a fruity 

nose.   

11 CHF 

33cl bottle 

Archie Pumpkin Spice Ale: Bier Factory (Rapperswil, CH): This amazing pumpkin ale is 

made with freshly roasted pumpkins from the Zurich Area and the bier factories own secret 

pumpkin pie spice recipe. 6% ABV. We only have a limited amount so this a very limited 

release 

11 CHF 

33cl bottle 

Blackbier: Bier Factory Rapperswil, (CH):  A stout brewed with English yeast, German malts 

& Swiss hops.  This is a heavier and sweeter beer then most dry stouts.  The aroma is 

chocolate and a hint of coffee.  Smooth in the mouth but you will experience a strong hop and 

roasted malt bitterness. 

10 CHF 

33cl bottle 

Belgian Style  

 

The Original HΨ Super Beer:  Zago (Prata di Pordenone, IT): Sparkling wine lovers will 

enjoy this 11% alcohol Belgian boasting an intense sweet yeast flavor & an effervescence 

similar 2ot he bubbly stuff. 

 

30CHF 

75cl Bottle 

 

Tempete:  Dr Gab’s (CH):  A refreshing dangerously drinkeable 8% triple from Dr. Gab’s. 

10 CHF 

33cl bottle 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Sours: 

Beer Brugna: LoverBeer Marentino, (IT): A sour kriek plum beer made from Piedmonte  

white plums that date back to medieval times.  The Plums are only available in August. 
20 CHF 

37.5cl bottle 

 

Enceladus Maragarita Gose:  Alpha Delta (UK) The brewer combined their love of beer and 

cocktails to create a very special margarita gose with their pals from Radical Way Brewing, 

Cyprus.  It is everything you would expect….full of lime, tartness and that lip smacking salty 

end. 

 

14.5 CHF 

44cl can 

Sanbiki:  LoverBeer Marentino, (IT) & Lervig (NO):    On the nose the hops give sweet fruity 

and floral scents. In the mouth candied fruit, slight acidity and mineral aromas that make it 

easy to drink. 

17 CHF 

37.5cl bottle 

Cardosa:   LoverBeer Marentino, (IT):    A surprising beer with bitter notes linked to the 

addition of vegetables, offering vegetal hints of green apple and yellow fruit in the mouth, 

balanced with a delicate acidity.  Whisper 

17 CHF 

37.5cl bottle 

Pruss Perdu:  LoverBeer Marentino, (IT):    Ale brewed with pears and matured in oak 

barrels.  
17 CHF 

37.5cl bottle 

Nebiulin-a: Lover Beer (IT):  This a crazy and extremely rare sour which is very hard to get a 

hold of.  Only a limited number of bottle.  Loverbeer’s tribute to a Gueuze, a 3-year blend of 

their Biere du Lambic along with the addition of 2012 Nebbiolo grapes that were used for 

Barolo wine 

24 CHF 

37.5cl bottle 

Peche Melba:  St. Laurentis (CH):   Imperial Berliner Weisse wit alot of sweet malt types, 

ALOT of Peche, Raspberry and a hint of Vanilla! Like a liquid dessert!  
14.5 CHF 

44cl can 

Craft Ciders 

 

 

API original Swiss Cider: (CH): This vegan and gluten free sparkling cider is a 

fantastic addition to the cider menu.  Medium sw 

eetness crisp cider, from the Geneva countryside is perfect drink for a beer garden day. 

 

10 CHF 

33cl bottle 

Craft Cider: 3 Guys (DE):  A nice English style craft cider out of Germany.  Really 

tasty. 

10 CHF 

33cl bottle 

Crafty Ceidre: Dr Gab’s (CH):  Medium sweet, swiss cider from our friends at Dr. 

Gab.  Perfect easy drinking. 

10 CHF 

33cl bottle 


